Practical DevOps Security Automation and Testing

Course Summary

Description

Security automation is the automatic handling of software security assessments tasks. This course helps you to build your security automation framework to scan for vulnerabilities without human intervention. You will learn how to adopt security automation techniques to continuously improve your entire software development and security testing environment. You will learn to use open source tools and techniques to integrate security testing tools directly into your CI/CD framework. With this course, you will see how to implement security inspection at every layer, such as secure code inspection, fuzz testing, Rest API, privacy, infrastructure security, and web UI testing.

With the help of practical examples, this course will teach you to implement the combination of automation and Security in DevOps. You will learn about the integration of security testing results for an overall security status for projects. By the end of this course, you will be confident implementing automation security in all layers of your software development stages and will be able to build your own in-house security automation platform throughout your mobile and cloud releases.

- Secure and automate techniques to protect web, mobile or cloud services
- Automate secure code inspection in C++, Java, Python, and JavaScript
- Integrate security testing with automation frameworks like fuzz, BDD, Selenium and Robot Framework

Objective

- Automate secure code inspection with open source tools and effective secure code scanning suggestions
- Apply security testing tools and automation frameworks to identify security vulnerabilities in web, mobile and cloud services
- Integrate security testing tools such as OWASP ZAP, NMAP, SSLyze, SQLMap, and OpenSCAP
- Implement automation testing techniques with Selenium, JMeter, Robot Framework, Gauntlt, BDD, DDT, and Python unittest
- Execute security testing of a Rest API Implement web application security with open source tools and script templates for CI/CD integration
- Integrate various types of security testing tool results from a single project into one dashboard

Topics

- The Scope and Challenges of Security Automation
- Integrating Security and Automation
- Secure Code Inspection
- Sensitive Information and Privacy Testing
- Security API and Fuzz Testing
- Web Application Security Testing
- Android Security Testing
- Infrastructure Security
- BDD Acceptance Security Testing
- Project Background and Automation Approach
- Automated Testing for Web Applications
- Automated Fuzz API Security Testing
- Automated Infrastructure Security
- Managing And Presenting Test Results
- Summary of Automation Security Testing Tips

Duration

Five Days
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Course Outline

I. The Scope and Challenges of Security Automation
   A. The purposes and myths of security automation
   B. The required skills and suggestions for security automation
   C. General environment setup for coming labs

II. Integrating Security and Automation
    A. The domains of automation testing and security testing
    B. Automation frameworks and techniques
    C. Automating existing security testing
    D. Security testing with an existing automation framework

III. Secure Code Inspection
     A. Case study – automating a secure code review
     B. Secure coding patterns for inspection
     C. Quick and simple secure code scanning tools
     D. Case study – XXE security
     E. Case study – deserialization security issue

IV. Security API and Fuzz Testing
    A. Automated security testing for every API release
    B. Building your security API testing framework

V. Web Application Security Testing
    A. Case study – online shopping site for automated security inspection
    B. Case 1 – web security testing using the ZAP REST API
    C. Case 2 – full automation with CURL and the ZAP daemon
    D. Case 3 – automated security testing for the user registration flow with Selenium

VI. Android Security Testing
    A. Android security review best practices
    B. Secure source code review patterns for Android
    C. Privacy and sensitive information review
    D. General process of APK security analysis
    E. Static secure code scanning with QARK
    F. Automated security scanning with MobSF

VII. Infrastructure Security
     A. The scope of infrastructure security
     B. Secure configuration best practices
     C. Network security assessments with Nmap
     D. CVE vulnerability scanning
     E. HTTPS security check with SSLyze
     F. Behavior-driven security automation – Gauntlt
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Course Outline (cont.)

VIII. **BDD Acceptance Security Testing**
A. Security testing communication
B. What is BDD security testing?
C. Adoption of Robot Framework with sqlmap
D. Testing framework – Robot Framework with ZAP

IX. **Project Background and Automation Approach**
A. Case study – introduction and security objective
B. Selecting security and automation testing tools
C. Automated security testing frameworks
D. Environment and tool setup

X. **Automated Testing for Web Applications**
A. Case 1 – web security scanning with ZAP-CLI
B. Case 2 – web security testing with ZAP & Selenium
C. Case 3 – fuzz XSS and SQLi testing with JMeter

XI. **Automated Fuzz API Security Testing**
A. Fuzz testing and data
B. API fuzz testing with Automation Frameworks

XII. **Automated Infrastructure Security**
A. Scan For known JavaScript vulnerabilities
B. WebGoat with OWASP dependency check
C. Secure communication scan with SSLScan
D. NMAP security scan with BDD framework

XIII. **Managing And Presenting Test Results**
A. Approach 1 – integrate the tools with RapidScan
B. Approach 2 – generate a professional pentest report with Serpico
C. Approach 3 – security findings management DefectDojo

XIV. **Summary of Automation Security Testing Tips**
A. Secure code review
B. API security testing
C. Web security testing
D. Android security testing
E. Infrastructure security
F. BDD security testing by Robot Framework

Due to the nature of this material, this document refers to numerous hardware and software products by their trade names. References to other companies and their products are for informational purposes only, and all trademarks are the properties of their respective companies. It is not the intent of ProTech Professional Technical Services, Inc. to use any of these names generically.